Don’t miss your opportunity!

Become a young professional at Arrow through our international Engineering program for University Graduates

Arrow Electronics is a global supplier of products, services and solutions for industrial and commercial users of electronic components and enterprise computing solutions. Arrow is a distributor of semiconductors, passive and electromechanical components and embedded solutions. With more than 16,500 employees worldwide Arrow serves as a supply channel partner for over 100,000 original equipment manufacturers, contract manufacturers and commercial customers through a global network of more than 460 locations in 58 countries.

Content of the program:

- 18-month program provides on the job training at your Arrow home base and abroad
- The program includes a department rotation in different parts of the organization
- Additional training activities like Product-Trainings and Sales Training on the job
- Every trainee is mentored by an engineer
- Preparation for an Application Engineer, Field Application Engineer or Technical Sales Engineer position at Arrow

Your Profile:
• An excellent Bachelor or Master degree in engineering
• Knowledge about component manufacturers, electronic components, semiconductor technology, development tools
• Programming skills, ideally on Embedded Systems
• Ability to understand a complex problem and solve it effectively, e.g. by utilizing analog / digital technologies, integrated / discrete components, hardware / software approach
• Project manager attitude
• Knowledge in software like Microsoft Office as well as power specific design/test/simulation software tools
• Capability to communicate using a wide range of communication tools
• Capability to handle diverse cultures
• Team player
• Ambition to lead the business successfully
• Good local and English language skills, third language desired

• Professional experience through internships and/or an employment of up to 12 months after graduation
• Capability to be innovative

Send us your application!
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